OVERVIEW

The AMX Synergy Classroom Transmitter (TX-CT5) provides a full range of control options for an Electronic Classroom System (ECS). The TX-CT5 transmits infrared (IR) format commands to classroom Television Managers. The TX-CT5 has the following features:

- Compatibility with AXB-TMX, AXB-TM5, and AXB-TM.
- High-impact molded enclosure.
- Directional controls for mouse operation.
- ALT and OPTION buttons select special control options.
- LOCAL button selects local video source for receivers/monitors.
- High-frequency IR (455 kHz) avoids interference with electronic ballasts.
- Optional low frequency (38 kHz) to operate with existing AXB-TM installations.
- Six high-output IR LEDs.
- Four 1.5 VDC N-size batteries.

For additional information, refer to the following:
- Synergy User's Guide.
- Reference Guide for your Television Manager.
- Documentation supplied with your media.

Size: 5.25 inch (133 mm) height, 6.26 inch (159 mm) width, and .75 inch (19.05 mm) depth
Weight: 8.4 oz (213.3 grams)

AMX Corporation reserving the right to alter specifications without notice at any time.